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QUESTION 1

You want a job that performs a bulk insert as soon as the loader file arrives on the local file system. Which two would
you do to accomplish this? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a file watcher 

B. Create a bulk loader watcher 

C. Create a light weight job for bulk insert 

D. Create an event-based job for bulk insert 

E. Create a job chain with a step for bulk insert 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Because of a logical corruption in the EMPLOYES tables, you want to perform Tablespace Point-in-Time Recovery
(TSPITR) to recover the table. Before you started the TSPITR process, you queried the 

TS_PITR_CHECK view and you realized that the table has a referential constraint with DEPARTMENTS that exists in
another tablespace, MASTERTBS. Which two actions will permit the TSPITR to work? (Choose two.) 

A. Taking the MASTERTBS tablespace offline 

B. Dropping the relationship between the tables 

C. Adding the MASTERTBS tablespace to the recovery set 

D. Putting the MASTERTBS tablespace in read-only mode 

Correct Answer: BC 

If constraints for the tables in tablespace tbs1 are contained in the tablespace tbs2, then you cannot 

recover tbs1 without also recovering tbs2. 

Reference: 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/backup.112/e10642/rcmtspit.htm#BRADV99978 

 

QUESTION 3

Which background process does Automatic Shared Memory Management use to coordinate the sizing of memory
components? 

A. PMON 

B. SMON 
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C. MMNL 

D. MMAN 

E. MMON 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

The HR.DEPARTMENTS table is the parent of the HR.EMPLOYEES table. The EMPLOYEES.DEPARTMENT_ID
column has a foreign key constraint with the ON DELETE CASCADE option that refers to the
DEPARTMENTS.DEPARTMENT_ID column. An index exists on the DEPARTMENTS.DEPARTMENT_ID column. A
transaction deletes a primary key in the DEPARTMENTS table, which has child rows in the EMPLOYEES table. 

Which statement is true? 

A. The transaction acquires a table lock only on the DEPARTMENTS table until the transaction is complete. 

B. The transaction acquires a table lock on the DEPARTMENTS table. This lock enables other sessions to query but not
update the DEPARTMENTS table until the transaction on the DEPARTMENTS table is complete. 

C. The transaction acquires a table lock on the EMPLOYEES table. This lock enables other sessions to query but not
update the EMPLOYEES table until the transaction on the DEPARTMENTS table is complete. 

D. Only the rows that are deleted in the DEPARTMENTS and EMPLOYEES tables are locked until the transactions on
the DEPARTMENTS table is complete. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which four statements are true about the components of the Oracle Scheduler? (Choose four.) 

A. A schedule can be specified to a single job only. 

B. A scheduler job can point to a chain instead of pointing to a single program object. 

C. A job may get started automatically when a window opens. 

D. A program and job can be specified as part of a schedule definition. 

E. A job is specified as part of a program specification. 

F. A program can be used in the definition of multiple jobs. 

G. A program and schedule can be specified as part of a job definition. 

Correct Answer: BCFG 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14231/schedover.htm 
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